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This paper is the second in a series presenting a sample of 29 late-type dwarf galaxies observed with the
Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope in the 21-cm line of neutral hydrogen (HI). Here we present rotation
curves, maps of the velocity eld and maps of the velocity dispersion across the sample galaxies. Galaxies:
irregular dwarf galaxies { HI emission { kinematics
Introduction.
In this paper we we present the kinematical information extracted from HI maps of the dwarf galaxy
sample described by Stil & Israel (2002; hereafter Paper I). As neutral atomic hydrogen is one of the most
extended observable components of a galaxy, its line emission provides an excellent tool to probe galaxy
mass distributions. The dopplershift of a line prole is a direct measure of the projected rotation velocity at
the position sampled. Its linewidth is a measure of the macroscopic chaotic motion of the gas and reflects
its physical condition. Both rotation and velocity dispersion can be measured out to the edge of the HI
distribution, which usually extends far beyond the stellar distribution. In the outer regions, rotational
velocities are more or less constant, implying the presence of large amounts of matter even at the largest
distances to the center. These rotation velocities are about three times higher than expected if only stars and
gas would contribute to the mass; thus the amount of ‘unseen’ or ‘dark’ mass is about an order of magnitude
higher than that associated with luminous matter.
table* HI disk parameters from tilted-ring ts; inclination tted center =1.0mm tabular| l | c | r r
| c c | r | r | c | Name resolution 2| c |kinematic center incl. xed/free PA vsys scale
table* Rotation velocities ( km s−1) from tilted ring ts center =1.0mm tabular| c | c | c | c | c | c
| c | c | c | c | radius DDO 46DDO 47DDO 47DDO 48DDO 48NGC 2537UGC 4278NGC 2976NGC 2976
It is interest to determine the detailed kinematical conditions governing late-type dwarf galaxies. These
galaxies are gas-rich, dynamically simple and relatively easy to observe. Their rotation curves trace the
distribution of dark matter more directly than those of more massive galaxies, where the mass-to-light ratio
of the stellar disk and bulge is a critical parameter. Interestingly, it has been suggested that in some dwarf
galaxies, the stellar contribution to the total mass is quite small (Broeils 1992), and that this contribution
decreases with decreasing maximum rotation curve velocity (Broeils 1992, Swaters 1999),
Velocity eld and rotation curve
We determined intensity-weighted mean velocities in order to make maximum use of the information
contained in spectra with limited signal-to-noise ratios. Noise was further suppressed by only using data
from the areas delineated by the cleaning masks (cf. Paper I). The intensity-weighted velocity elds of our
galaxy sample are shown in Fig. 4.
We have determined rotation curves by iteratively tting to the observed velocity eld the parameters
found with the tilted-ring method (Warner et al. 1973), incorporated in the GIPSY packages as the task
ROTCUR (Begeman 1987). Note that the inclination and the location of the kinematic center can be
determined only if the rotation curve flattens at the outer radii (i.e. shows the onset of dierential rotation).
In order to obtain robust solutions, we performed a large number of ts where each parameter was free in 25
to 30 ts, allowing calculation of the r.m.s. scatter of each parameter at all radii. Solution of v(r) sin i can
also directly be compared to observed major axis position-velocity maps (Sect. 3). Although the product
v(r) sin i is well-constrained, the separate solutions for v(r) and i in general are not unique. In particular,
at inclination angles  50, v(r) and i cannot be tted independently (Begeman 1987).
Depending on galaxy HI extent and surface brightness, we performed ts on full-resolution (13.500)
or low-resolution (3000) data. As a consistency check, we used both low and full resolution data for
DDO 47, DDO 48andNGC 2976.TheresultsarepresentedinTable cnvrc1andcnvrc2.Intotal, 13outof29galaxiesinthesamplec
average (60) or high (80) inclination based on the appearance of the HI isophotes. The results of ts to the
high-resolution data, but restricted by these assumptions, are given in Table tworing1 and Table tworing2.
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The center coordinates in Table tworing1 are those of the HI-intensity-weighted mean position in α1950 and
δ1950. They typically change only by a few arcseconds if dierent intensity thresholds are applied. The errors
quoted for position angle and systemic velocity represent their scatter between dierent radii. Note that the
velocities listed in Table tworing2 have not been corrected for inclination. These v(r) sin i values, as indeed
also the position angle, depend only weakly on the assumed inclination.
table* HI disk parameters from restricted tilted-ring/HI isophote ts; inclination assumed center =1.0mm
tabular| l | r r | c | r | r | c | c | r | c | Name 2| c |HI center of mass i PAkin vsys DHI
qHI PAHI Scale
table* Velocity v(r) sin(i) from restricted rotation curve ts. center tabular| c | c | c | c | c | c |
c | c | c | c | radius DDO 22DDO 43DDO 46DDO 47DDO 48NGC 2537 DDO 52DDO 63NGC 2976
Major axis position-velocity diagrams
The projected rotation curve, v(r) sin i, can be visualized as a position-velocity slice. We include
such maps in Fig. 4, which show intensity as a function of position along the kinematic major axis and
heliocentric velocity. Position angles and central positions were taken from Tables cnvrc1 or tworing1, in
order of preference. We have also included in Fig. 4 the rotation curve points listed in Tables cnvrc2 and
tworing2.
gure minipage[t]8.5cm
Virtually all of the observed galaxies show a velocity gradient. However, in poorly-ordered velocity elds,
it is not clear whether or not this represents. In Fig. PA-hist we show, however, that observed velocity gradi-
ents tend to align with the major axis of the HI isophotes, although a few signicant misalignments exist sug-
gesting a rotating disk (e.g. DDO 47, DDO 63, DDO 165andalsoSextansAasshownbySkillmanetal.1988).Wesuspectthatmuc
PA is not correlated with the total brightness of the galaxy in HI (or in blue light).
The position-velocity maps of three very-low luminosity dwarf galaxies (MB > −14) betray high ratio of
rotational to random velocities: those of DDO 47, DDO 52andDDO 87.Theexistenceofrotationallysupporteddwarfsofsuchlo
linewidthrelationforlargespiralsareappliedtodwarfgalaxies(Loetal.1993, Stil&Israel, inpreparation).Inaddition, therotat
bodyrotation.
Velocity dispersion disp-sec
The linewidth in a single synthesized beam carries information about the velocity dispersion of the
ensemble of HI clouds contained within the beam. This information is, unfortunately, confused with the
signatures of other eects such as warps or flares of the HI layer, the extent to which HI structures are resolved,
and the rotation velocity gradient over the beam. Warps and flares bring HI from dierent galactocentric
radii into the line of sight, but they only cause confusion in highly inclined galaxies.
gure 9cm![angle=0]dispersions.ps The mean velocity dispersion in the low resolution maps is plotted as
a function of the area of the synthesized beam. The velocity dispersions have been corrected for instrumental
resolution and the velocity gradient over the beam according to Equation disp-cor. The beam area is dened
as 14pibαbδ, where bα and bδ are the FWHM beamsize in right ascention and declination. Open symbols
represent the 1300 resolution data, lled symbols are the 2700 resolution data. The pair of points with
log(Beam area)< −1.6 represents the Local Group dwarf DDO 216.disp− beamarea
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